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ABSTRACT 

We are in a period where Cloud platform and edge computing are becoming a major platform for the computation, processing of 

various data and communication between machines, sensors and smart objects, in real time applications and for many crucial tasks. 

With IOT expanding in various real time applications various techniques of implementing IOT are Emerging.  It is important to 

understand the use of Edge computing which will provide methodology for information sharing, data processing, data storing and data 

analyzing. The applications of Edge computing in IoT is keep on expanding with improving technology in day to day life. This Paper is 

to assist and help researchers working in the area of the Edge computing platform to understand concepts involved in edge computing   

easily. This paper also explains standard instructions to be followed on how to protect messages with one-time pad encryption easily 

in simplest way and how to implement mobile edge computing based IOT with least use of resources.  
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INTRODUCTION  

 Computers and electronic gadgets are required whenever rate 

of correctness, automation, speed and accurate computations 

are needed.  In the conventional computing system, the input 

is given by human beings   and the software applications 

running at the systems processes the inputted data and 

produces an accurate output as possible. generally, the outputs 

are displayed on a output device such as a monitor or printer.  

As humans are lazy and there is possibility of inaccuracy in 

humans IOT systems are used. IOT Systems are 100 percent 

accurate and it eliminates possibility of human errors. The 

processing application is located at a central server in the case 

of an IoT system. The sensors in the IOT systems forward their 

data to a computing system via variety of networks such as 

mobile networks, Bluetooth, hotspot, WIFI, transmitter and 

receiver. The local computing system preprocesses all the data 

it obtains and sends it to a central server continuously using 

networks. In IOT an actuator or event-based notification system 

is used. Thus, an IoT system uses sensors, actuators and 

processors together to generate output. So IOT helps in 

improving automation in industries and cooperate companies. 

so we can summarize an IoT-enabled system is set of sensors, 

embedded system, electronics and  communication devices 

which implements data storage via Internet into a cloud server 

and uses  an  analytics software  to make   decisions at the cloud 

platform uses help of  analytics system to make certain 

decisions which is sent back to local device or end user.  At 

periodic intervals, the collected data are analyzed using 

analytics software running in the server (cloud). The decisions 

and results from server are then informed accordingly to the 

end user. In most cases, it turns out to be the notification in the 

mobile device or actuation of some subsystems of the end 

device. We can use various technologies and concepts along 

with IOT. IOT can be implemented together with edge 

computing, fog computing, mobile computing and cloud  

computing or combination of these concepts. IN this paper we 

are going to see Different ways of implementing IOT with 

example system.  

RELATED WORK  

Wireless sensor networks consist of resource constrained 

devices  that sense, process and transmit data from their 

surroundings to main server . They are launched in places that 

can be reached by humans. Due to their nature, many 

applications are available for their use such as health, military, 

monitoring and detecting abnormality in various cases[12]. Due 

to their computational speed, computational power and 

transmission constraints, the efficient use of sensors and 

resource constrained devices are essentially important. The 

mobile based communication, for example, places the highest 

strain on the energy conservation of the nodes [13]. Many 

related work has been done using edge computing concept in 

field of virtual reality and games[5] ,communication and 

networks[10] ,image processing[23].  

EXISTING SYSTEM  

IoT based remote monitoring systems are suggested by many 

professionals because of their reliability, time saving 

properties, accuracy and speed. In existing system, the IoT 

devices will keep observe the data from various resources and 

send data to the respective fog nodes for computation of health 

data. Then the computed values will be transferred to the cloud 

Server. Based on the abnormal condition the Cloud will send 

intimation to the clients. Use of fog nodes is not that efficient 
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as it makes the network complex and inefficient. This result in 

massive storage accumulation in cloud storage, processing the 

collected data is obviously a hard task to perform which results 

in computational overhead and delay in sending emergency 

alert.  

PROPOSED SYSTEM  

We propose the Secured OTP IOT Environment in Medical Field. 

Here the patient’s android mobile device will be acting as the 

edge server for doing computing with the receiving data from 

health monitoring devices. The health-related data get 

uploaded into Mobile node. In Mobile Edge Layer, edge level 

computing is performed based on the threshold values the 

health status of respective patient is analyzed. If the status is 

getting abnormal then the Mobile Edge layer sends the health 

data with One-time pad security to the Cloud. Then the 

emergency SOS message will be sent immediately to 

ambulance, friends, close relatives, neighbors based on the 

type of event triggered. We propose in this system that the SMS 

is sent even without internet connectivity as it is for lifesaving 

and emergency purpose. Mobile computing promotes highly 

efficient output because maximum computation is done edge 

level which makes the cloud process as light weight. This 

system comes over the disadvantages of existing system and 

increase efficiency and decrease network and software 

requirements.  

 COMPARISON BETWEEN FOG COMPUTING, CLOUD 
COMPUTING AND  MOBILE EDGE COMPUTING IN 
IOT.WHICH IS MORE EFFICIENT FOR PROPOSED 
SYSTEM?  

IMPLEMENTATION USING CLOUD  

Cloud provides data storage and hardware services virtually 

where the processing hardware is in random location. In cloud 

computing the data is sent to some data processor located in 

virtual location  Where the data is processed and the result is 

sent back to the main server or the user application. This 

requires high speed internet and cloud service provider for 

cloud server which is time consuming and another problem is 

data maybe lost or easily hacked during tranctaction.For the 

proposed system high speed internet may not be available  and 

it is required that in less time data is processed so implimenting 

using cloud is not much efficient .Availability is another 

problem with cloud. For the proposed system we need server 

available for 24/7 .In cloud we may have to send the data to 

randomly located long distance server in which there may be 

data loss during transfer and because of long distance data 

tranfer there are security issues .Data may be tampered with 

during tranfer .So cloud model is not considered for the 

proposed system.Cloud have security issues also.  

 

IMPLEMENTATION USING FOG COMPUTING  

Fog is a kind of distributed networking model that is closely 

associated with cloud computing and the internet of things. In 

fog computing multiple fog nodes are created each nodes are 

given individual data and each node process data individually 

and the data are combined  and result is generated . Use of fog 

nodes is not that efficient as it makes the network complex and 

inefficient. This result in massive storage accumulation in cloud 

storage, processing the collected data is obviously a hard task 

to perform which results in computational overhead and delay 

in sending emergency alert. The huge disadvantage with fog 

computing is it cannot handle huge quantity of data continuosly 

.Implimentation and maintance of fog is complex.Comparing 

with requirements of our proposed system implementing using 

fog will not be much efficient .  

IMPLEMENTATION  USING  MOBILE  EDGE 
COMPUTING  

IoT Mobile Edge Computing is a combination of tiny data 

centers locally placed where most of the data is stored and 

processed locally. These network of tiny data centers are 

connected in the form of tree, mesh, point to point, star 

topologies and they push the data received to a centrally 

located storage repository. The range supported is within a 

range of 10-meter square or less. So basically, Edge Computing 

is used for data analysis, storing and processing of data which 

are closer to the sensors that provide the data. Smart devices 

and sensors used in IoT Edge Computing are capable of 

processing critical data fragments and provide a quick real time 

response. These devices and sensors prevent the delay caused 

by sending the data through internet to cloud and back from 

cloud to local system. These devices also don’t require high 

speed network. These devices are designed to act as small data 

centers that provides no latency. With this enhanced capability 

of Mobile edge computing, data processing is made to be 

implemented locally in decentralized server which effectively 

reduces the network traffic. This data can later be collected by 

the main server for further evaluation and processing. The data 

from the sensors or devices are sent to MEC Gateway (Mobile 

edge computing gateway) where the data is processed and 

analyzed to produce results. Mobile edge computing enhances 

the Cloud computing capabilities close to the Radio Access 

mobile Networks in 3G, 4G, 5G, LTE. CGSM, Bluetooth, ETSI is 

developing a system architecture and standard for a few 

Application program interface. Mobile edge computing 

manages local cache data local data breakout data analytics   

aggression. Virtualization in edge computing enables cloud 

computing providers to execute many independent application 

instances in a single physical server. In edge computing all the 

data is processed locally which is easier to manage. the user can 

track data and it is much secure and easy. This kind of 

architecture reduces complexity of implementation. The local 

device which process data can be made available 24/7 

according to the usage of user The most important benefit of 

mobile edge computing is its ability to increase network 
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performance by reducing latency. Since IoT edge computing 

devices process data locally or in nearby edge data centers, the 

information they collect doesn't have to travel nearly as far as 

it would under a traditional cloud architecture. Mobile edge 
computing could manage heavy network traffic so it is 

suitable.  So we have considered to implement the system 

using this concept.   

  

CLASSIFICATION OF EDGE COMPUTING PLATFORMS  

There are three classifications (A)resource rich servers that are 

deployed at the edge level , (b) heterogeneous edge based 

computing nodes and (c) edge to cloud federation.  The 

classification is based on how edge is deployed. However, in 

practice,  one category can be used by combining one category 

with others categories. One category relies on servers with rich 

set of resources that are deployed very close(below 100 feet) 

to the end-devices. Another group uses the resources from 

various nodes present at the edge, including  the end devices 

themselves. A third category  is based on the federation of 

resources at the edge nodes and centralized data centers. each 

category Is explained below in detail  

A)RESOURCE RICH SERVERS DEPLOYED AT EDGE:  

 One option to realize an edge computing platform is to deploy 

the resource-rich servers in the network to which end-users are 

connected   A cloudlet is defined as a set of data centers that 

offers sets of clusters of multicore computing units, data 

storage and wireless LAN connectivity towards the edge  .All 

the  sensor data collected  from sensors  are processed on the 

cloudlet to provide real-time assistance and analysis assistance. 

Since the   cloudlets are launched and introduced, further 

research professionals have proposed integration of cloudlets 

with femtocells, the LTE base stations define the architecture 

of micro data centers consisting of thousands of servers which 

are capable of hosting interactive applications for end-users. 

While these data centers have been used for deploying Content 

Delivery networks(CDNs) and email applications .they can also 

be reengineered to host cloudlets Similar to cloudlets which will 

be deploying a small set of servers on WiFi access points or a 

base station in the radio access network is called as a micro 

cloud.    

B)HETROGENEOUS EDGE NODES:  

 In contrast to the set of  techniques and solutions that are  

described above, edge computing platforms can produce a 

diverse set of computing resources.  It consists of a fog platform 

devices (including smartphones and connected vehicles). 

Heterogeneity of wireless connectivity is  a key aspect of the 

end-devices. Thus, many kinds of wireless access 

network(WAN) technologies are supported by their 

solution.fog computing is a cooperation based mobile cloud, 

wherein heterogeneous mobile devices opportunistically share 

their resources to  deliver particular and appropiate services 

and applications which are characterized by a highly virtualized 

system of heterogeneous nodes, ranging from resource-rich 

servers to more constrained edge routers, access points, settop 

boxes and even end .   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 1 - E dge computing architecture   Table 1 -   Different approaches  in Edge   
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C) EDGE CLOUD FEDERATION MODEL :  

Another option to understand edge platforms is based on the 

combination of computing resources at the edge and 

centralized data centers describe this concept as an edge cloud. 

In this  system, edge applications are used to deliver services 

and resources at the edge as well as in distant cloud centers. 

Many professionals advice the use of edge apps to launch  

MONITORING HEALTH DATA USING EDGE BASED IOT 

WITH OTP  

This project is to explain the practical implimentation of mobile 

edge computing based iot  and otp encryption. We can split the 

project into 4 modules   

1. User Authentication in Web-portal  

2. Patient’s Mobile Application and Appointment   

3. Mobile Computation  

4. Event Based Triggering  

MODULE 1 USER AUTENTICATION IN WEB PORTAL:  

In this module we have developed a web portal – Hospital Web 

application . Using this application new patients has to register 

their details and the data will be stored in hospital  Server. 

Likewise a hospital Admin sign-in will be there they can add 

new doctors and specific specialist  to which the doctors belong 

to . All these informations will be saved into hospital server’s 

database.  We can use jsp to create web application easily. Java 

is a kind of programming language which has one of its major 

characteristic as a complete independence from the physical 

platform on the level of translated code. Java applet and java 

servelet page (JSP) can be used to develop Web pages  

distribute them to users . Using jsp we combine major java 

concpts such as jdbc ,seing ,hibernate to create web server. The 

main features of java web applications are :  it is recommended 

to code in advanded ide such as eclipse and netbeans.Because 

of the given features and reliability of java web development 

we implement the system using java.  

MODULE 2 PATIENT’S MOBILE APPLICATION  

In this module we create mobile application for patient this 

application monitors patient’s health continuously and it 

maintains patient’s health history .The patient communicates 

with this system by first registering his/her information at first 

instance by answering few questions related to health history 

and personal details. After registration is successfully done, a 

unique  number for identification purpose is provided to the 

patient by the cloud server. To differentiate users, cloud layer 

provides identification such aspatient identification (PID) and 

the Server  also provides sets of attributes related to health 

history of the patients. This module works in event triggered 

mode. In this mode, the requisite real-time sampled data is 

stored at the mobile nodes. The mobile edge layer will conduct 

indoor 3D localization and video monitoring applications. 

Similarly, the correct combination of private and public clouds 

enable integrated IoT applications. In this Type of edge 

computing system, the edge node continuously orchestrates   

are executed.  For the fusion architecture in this model 

federation of cloud is important factor . In this edge model,the 

services are deployed on a cloud infrastructure which are then 

distributed throughout the Internet.   

the federation of nodes to maximize the number  of  tasks that  

  

 Figure 2 classification of edge models A)Resource rich edge server B)Heterogeneous edge nodes C)Edge-cloud federation  
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a data handling . Patients can request appointment to their 

respective Doctors from mobile application or web 

application.The mobile application can be easily developed for 

android using android studio using java concepts.  

MODULE 3 MOBIL EDGE  COMPUTATION  
The health data from various sensors from respective areas will 

be processed in Mobile layer.We use edge-federation model of 

edge computing which is found to be efficient for this project 

implimentation.Patient’s own mobile device acts as the main 

resource for computation. Based on the previous health 

dataset the computation will be processed. Data from different 

categories will be analyzed here. Health related data from 

previous history got collected from the Health dataset, 

Environment related data like air quality, noise level around the 

place where patient is, Behavior related data like whether the 

patient is having fits, vomiting, hyper tension, fainting etc. 

These kinds of data get analyzed in this  layer.All these datawill 

be computed in the users mobile phone itself.The patient will 

be given watch like device will will consist of set of sensors 

these sensors will send the data to the patient’s mobile 

application through mobile technology such as 

hotspot,bluetooth.These data are then computed in patients 

phone itself.All the defanitions and algorithms for the 

computations are defined in The patient’s mobile application 

itself .The patient’s mobile app generates a result and based on 

the result the application will conclude status of the patient  

based on critical values defined .The entire computation is 

controlled by the patient’s mobile application .Hardware 

resources of the patients phone are primarily used for 

computation . After computing , the end result in form of report 

which is in text format will be sent to the one-time-pad security 

mechanism.The one time pad encryption and  decryption will 

be implemented as given  below.   

ONE TIME PAD ENCRYTION  

                  
 One-time pad encryption known as most secure and stable  

method to protect short text messages. This paper explains 

how to implement one-time pads, and how to deal with its 

various security issues. Working with one-time pads is easy to 

learn. The one-time -pad system is transparent and we dont 

need any computer, special equipment or any knowledge 

about cryptography techniques or mathematics .to impliment 

one time pad encryption .  The system  will surely  provides 

unbreakable encryption when properly usedand implimented. 

It won’t be possible to crack one-time pad encrypted data 

without having the proper key,  even as future  attack  

technology may evolve .The one-time pad (OTP), also called as 

Vernam cipher or the  perfect  cipher, is a cryptographic 

algorithm where plain text is combined with a random key to                

produce an encryted data.  The OTP is uncrackable only if four 

important rules are followed. When rules are applied 

accurately, the one-time pad can be proven unbreakable. 

However, if any one of the given  rules is not satisfied, the 

cipher is no longer unbreakable. The following   

1. The minimum length of key is as long as the plaintext.   

2. The technique of key generation is kept between the users.  

3. There must only be 2 copies of the key: one key for the 

sending user and another for the receiving user (some 

exceptions exist for multiple receivers).   

                 
                             Figure 3-One time pad diagrammatic representation   
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4. The keys are  to be used only once, and both sending user 

and receiving must destroy each of their keys after use  

IMPLEMENTING ONE TIME PAD ENCRYPTION  

 To perform one-time pad encryption we need a key, called 

one-time -pad- key.The key is generated based on random 

technique users choose . One-time pad encryption is only 

possible if both sender and receiver are in possession of the 

same key which needs to be communicated or technique of key 

generation has to be known by the users. Therefore, both 

sender and receiver must exchange their keys beforehand and 

be ready. one key could be sufficient for a very long period as 

long as it is kept secret by users.  

ENCRYPTION  

To perform encryption  First covert all data to hexadecimal and 

store it in variable.we get the key from length of data.perform 

XOR operation between the data and key to get the encrypted 

data. Now the data is  completely secure ciphertext! Let us see 

an example with medical data  

 Bp 110  

Pulse  65  

1)hexadecimal form of above data   

 4270313130  

50756c7365203635  

2)key(length=26)  

3236  

3)encrypted data  

4270310306 50756c7365200403  

 the message is sent by radio, in voice or Morse, or by 

telephone, or SMS .it is recommended to relay all groups twice 

to avoid problems.  

DECRYPTION  

Write the one-time pad digits underneath the ciphertext and 

add ciphertext .Perform operations from encryption in 

reverseorder . Calculate key from encryted data. Here the 

technique used to generate key is nothing but finding the 

length of data therefore the key is equal to length of data 

perform reverse xor operation of encrypted data with key to 

get final data. Let’s see an example.  

    
  

1)encrypted data  

4270310306  

50756c7365200403  

2)key calculation  

Length=26=3236  

3)decryption(reverse xor)  

4270313130  

50756c7365203635  

4)hexadecimal to text  

Bp 100  

Pulse 65  

After decryption the receiving user can successfully view the 

message .   

We  create the  encrytion    in the  application   itself . The 

application automatically encrypts the data .We are create the 

encryption algorithm using arithmetic and bitwise operators in 

java concepts.The   

MODULE 4 EVENT BASED TRIGGERING   

This is Stage where alert SMS is sent to patient’s known 

members and ambulance.The members to whom the SMS 

containing patients health report  is to be sent is decided based 

on the result of the patient’s status.The status and health 

report sent will be in encrypted format. When the mobile 

device  performs  computation periodically when the values got 

reached above the threshold value then it will detect that 

patient is in emergency state and has abnormal condition. So 

spontaneously the mobile node will send the abnormal data to 

the Cloud in encrypted format and here the Event is triggered 

by the cloud server. The Emergency alert to the Doctors, 

medical team, ambulance, relatives, etc . Thus the alert will be 

sent to respective mobile users. Set  of actions are done 

according to the result from edge computation.At the receiver  

end the user has to  click the received text and enter the key  to 

obtain the original text. The main  task of this module is to 

choose the members whom are supposed to receive the 

SMS.This module chooses the members that should receive the 

message based on the result . 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION  

Hence in this paper we have evalvated the sustanability and 

efficiency of edge computing using mobile networs. 

Specifically, we evaluated the performance of edge computing 

in  health care application as aa example system to understand 

the mobile edge concepts in deep .  the end results have shown 

that edgecomputing is necessary for efficient less resource 

oriented and fail free system in health application and other 

cases  . Although regional data centers  allow to significantly 

reduce network latency, only hosting resources at the edge 

enables a satisfactory quality of experience for proposed 

system. Furthermore, increasing the computational capabilities 

of the servers in the cloud does not compensate for the 

increase in network latency. Therefore, deploying even limited 

computing resources at the edge helps improve the quality of 

experience in the considered system. We hope that this article 

will encourage further research in this direction and evolve the 

edge computing technology further 
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